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CASE REPORT

A Case of AB Para-Bombay Phenotype with
Weak A Antigen Expression
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SUMMARY
Background: The para-Bombay phenotype is characterized by H antigen partially or totally deficient on red blood
cells and the presence of ABH substances in body fluids.
Methods: A patient with discrepant results in forward and reverse ABO phenotyping was further investigated by
serological and molecular methods.
Results: Ortho gel and tube results showed weak A antigen expression and weak antibody reacting with A and B
cells. Absorption-elution assay detected B antigen, and saliva test confirmed substances H were present. The patient was confirmed as A102B101 and Le(a+b+) phenotype.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that the case is AB Para-Bombay Phenotype (secretor).
(Clin. Lab. 2021;67:xx-xx. DOI: 10.7754/Clin.Lab.2021.210439)
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INTRODUCTION
H antigen is the precursor of A and B antigens in the
ABO blood group. The formation of H antigen on the
red blood cell (RBC) membrane is dependent on FUT1
gene (the H gene), whereas the FUT2 (secretor gene) is
responsible for the H antigen on epithelial cells and in
body fluids.
The Bombay and para-Bombay phenotypes are characterized by the deficiency of H, A, and B blood group
antigens on the RBCs, which are distinguished by the
presence or absence of the FUT2/secretor gene [1,2].
Bombay phenotypes are H-deficient non-secretors,
while para-Bombay phenotypes are H-deficient secretors. Para-Bombay individuals may occasionally have A
and B antigens on red cells due to passive adsorption of
A and B blood group substances from plasma [3].
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

quence: GenBank accession no. NG_007511.1).

Case Report
A 78-year-old male who presented with weakness in
both lower limbs for more than 1 year and worsened for
more than half a year was received at our hospital. The
case was diagnosed with lumbar spondylolisthesis and
referred for surgery. He had no previous history of surgery and transfusion.
A blood sample obtained from the patient was submitted to our division for blood typing. Blood grouping was
done by column agglutination technology (BioRad,
Cressier, Switzerland; Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics, Milan, Italy). The primary results of ABO blood typing
were discrepant in forward and reverse grouping. In column agglutination technology of BioRad, cell grouping
was O RhD positive and serum grouping was AB group.
In column agglutination technology of Ortho, forward
grouping showed 1+ agglutination with anti-A, no agglutination with anti-B and 4+ with anti-D, while reverse grouping was weak antibody reacting with A and
B cells.
As there was no massive transfusion or blood stem cell
transplantation in the patient’s medical history, further
serological diagnostic and molecular tests had to be followed.

RESULTS
Serological characteristic
Tube grouping results for the patient’s RBCs showed no
agglutination with monoclonal human anti-A, anti-B,
and anti-AB at room temperature, and his serum did not
react with A, B, and O cells. The results of the test tube
method were consistent with those of the BioRad gel.
However, Ortho gel test results showed weak positive A
antigen on his RBC and weak antibody reacting with A
and B cells in his serum. Further tests were performed
to detect weak antigens and antibodies. When the tubes
were incubated at 4℃, the results were similar to the
Ortho gel method. Microscale A and B antigens on red
cells were detected by the absorption-elution assay. The
saliva test showed that H substances were present in the
saliva (Table 1). The patient’s RBCs agglutinated with
monoclonal anti-Leaa, but not with monoclonal antiLeab, which showed his serological Lewis phenotype
was Le(a+b-).
ABO genotype
The sequence of the ABO gene was 467C>T, 297A>G,
526C>G, 657C>T, 703G>A, 796C>A, 803G>C, and
930G>A by direct DNA sequencing and was assigned
as A102B101.

Serologic analysis
ABO, Rh typing, and antibody screening was done by
tube technique using monoclonal anti-A, anti-B, antiAB, anti-H, and anti-D reagents and A1, A2, B, and O
red cells (Shanghai Hemo pharmaceutical & Biological
Co., Ltd.). Lewis blood group was tested using anti-Lea
and anti-Leb (Sanquin, Netherlands) to deduce their secretory status. The absorption and elution test were conducted to detect trace amounts of ABH antigens on the
surface of RBCs. The hemagglutination inhibition test
was employed to analyze secreted ABH antigens in the
saliva.

Mutations in FUT1 and FUT2 gene
One heterozygous mutation (522C/A) and two nucleotide AG deletions (547_552delAG) of the FUT1 were
identified by direct DNA sequencing. Sequencing results for the FUT2 gene indicated that the FUT2 genotypes were homozygous for se357 (357C>T), and heterozygous for the weak secretor allele (Sew) se385(385AT), responsible for the Le(a+b+) phenotype [4,5].

ABO and FUT1/2 gene analysis
DNA was isolated from EDTA-anticoagulated blood using a commercial system (QIAamp Blood DNA Mini
Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). ABO blood group genotyping was detected using a sequence-specific priming (SSP) kit (Tianjin Super Biotechnology Development Co., Ltd.). For genomic DNA sequencing, ABO
exons 1 - 7 and FUT1/2 genes, the samples were sent to
Tianjin Super Biotechnology Development Co., Ltd.
Exons 1 - 7 of the ABO and entire coding regions of the
FUT1 and FUT2 genes were amplified and sequenced.
The acquired nucleotides sequences of ABO exons 1 - 7
were compared with standard ABO polymorphisms
from the dbRBC of NCBI and each SNP or mutation
was analyzed and documented in the ABO gene. To distinguish mutations in the FUT1 and FUT2 genes, all obtained nucleotides sequences were compared with the
reference sequences (FUT1 reference sequence: GenBank accession NG_007510.1; FUT2 reference se-

DISCUSSION
The patient in this case received further serological testing due to the discrepancy in forward and reverse
grouping of ABO blood typing. Tube grouping (room
temperature) and the BioRad gel method results did not
detect A/B antigen, and the plasma was also not reactive
with A, B, and O cells. However, Ortho gel test and the
tubes incubated at 4℃ showed weak positive A antigen
on his RBC and weak antibody reacting with A and B
cells in his serum. Due to the addition of PEG, the sensitivity of Ortho gel test will be higher than the BioRad
gel. The discrepancies in forward and reverse grouping
of ABO blood typing required additional investigations.
At the same time, we evaluated the result of the H antigen system and found that no H antigen was detected on
his RBC, which represents the para-Bombay blood type.
Next, we conducted the absorption-elution assay and saliva secretory test. The results of the absorption-elution
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Table 1. Results of serological investigations performed and their interpretation.
Cell (forward) grouping

Serum (reverse) grouping

Reaction condition
Anti-A

Anti-B

Anti-AB

Anti-H

A cell

B cell

O cell

Autocontrol

Gel technique (BioRad)

-

-

NT

NT

-

-

NT

-

Gel technique (Ortho)

1+W

-

NT

NT

+-

+-

NT

-

Tube technique (RT)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Tube technique (4℃)

1+W

-

-

-

+-

+-

1+

-

Tube technique (37℃)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Absorption-elution test

NT

NT

NT

NT

1+

1+

-

NT

Saliva secretory test

NT

NT

NT

1+

-

-

NT

NT

RT - room temperature, NT - not tested.

assay showed the presence of B antigen on the RBC
surface, and the saliva test results showed the presence
of H substances.
Subsequent sequencing results proved that the patient
was A1B type with FUT1 and FUT2 gene mutations.
FUT2 gene polymorphism in various populations indicated ethnic specificity, and FUT2 mutations se357 and
se385 are the most common in Chinese populations [6].
The FUT2 genotype result (Sew, Le(a+b+)) was consistent with the subjects' secretor status, but not with his
serological phenotype (Le(a+b-)). Because lower
amounts of the enzyme are produced in mutant cases
than in the wild-type cases, some anti-Leb reagents
were too weak to detect the small amounts of Leb present in the RBCs of some Le(a+b+) individuals, and they
may be misphenotyped as Le(a+b-) [7,8].
The serum of para-Bombay individuals may contain anti-H, anti-HI, and anti-A/anti-B [9]. Transfusion of the
same type of blood is the most ideal choice, but this
blood type is rare and very difficult to obtain. In the absence of the para-Bombay blood group, the ABO blood
groups with the weakest reaction to the patient’s serum
at 37℃ should be selected for transfusion [10-12]. For
our patient, only weak anti-H antibodies are present,
and there is no reactivity at 37℃. If appropriate, autologous blood transfusion can be considered; if not, ABO
red blood cell transfusion of the same type can be selected.
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